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One of the key focuses of CIOs today is to try and adopt Enterprise Mobility in their
organizations at the earliest.
Big question is…Is mobility really going to change the way business is done. Will it radically
improve the performance of the employees. Is it a fab or fad? There are still many doubts
about the real value-add enterprise mobility would bring for enterprises.

Lets identify the key factors which are driving it today.
Consumerization of IT
We know, today it has become easy to choose & own technology. Solutions like storage,
LoB apps, analytics, collaboration etc, which were considered to be costly are available on
the cloud today at a very low subscription fee or even free. Employees often use such
services to store & access content on their mobile devices often putting the enterprise at
risk. Does the Enterprise have any control as to which and how these apps are used?
Consistent brand experience on mobile devices:
More than 78% of the US Facebook users access it on mobile. Customers today want to
have all the features they have on their laptops to be present in their tablets and
smartphones too. A major challenge before the enterprises is how to provide a seamless,
consistent & continuous brand experience. Using Social, Location & Mobile, the customer
could have more fulfilling experience when he browses and buys on his mobile device.
Making Enterprise Applications available on Mobile devices
Today employees want to do real work on their smartphones & mobile devices. User wants
to access the his LoB applications & core business systems like ERP, CRM etc. on his
mobile. He also wants do necessary analytics, access dash boards, data visualizations,
reports etc too. How to integrate mobility with Enterprise Applications is a daunting task

before the enterprises. Most of the mobile apps (for enterprise software) available today are
quite poor as they are just a watered down version of the original software. They are not
optimized or tuned to access on mobiles.
BYOD ( Bring Your Own Device)
Employees today use multiple devices at the workplace. Tablets, Blackberry,
Smartphones…all these are used to access corporate resources from anywhere. These
devices have mobile platform which are diverse too like Android, Symbian, Blackberry,
Microsoft Embedded, Windows phone etc. How could these devices be used as an integral
‘device fleet’ to get work done smoothly, is a real big question.
Enterprise mobility management helps BYOD programs become successful by providing
features like device enrollment for employees to use corporate content & other resources (
based on his role & group) with his one or more devices. Using self service portal on the
device employees could manage their profiles, passwords etc. Enterprise risk could also be
mitigated with every device accepting terms & conditions/ access policy.
Better security & privacy policy using Containerization
The corporate resources have to be secure and employees privacy should also be respected.
The success of BYOD program depends much on how smartly containerization is done while
deploying mobility. Researches say that most of the employees save corporate data on
personal device and personal data on company’s device. This is a real threat for the safety
and security of both employees and the company.
Mobile Content Management (MCM)
Ensuring secure content collaboration on mobile is a business imperative. With BYOD and
consumerization of IT there is whole new focus on how to make the content share process
smarter and secure.
Enterprise File Share & Sync (EFSS) products are rapidly getting into the IT ecosystem of
the enterprises. Such software enable latest version of the document be available across the
enterprise and on different enrolled devices. Also the content is encrypted and secure both
at rest and in transit. Similarly employees too could share their content with others in a
secure environment. Access of content has to be as per the policy of the enterprise, if found
to be compromised or misused, access could be denied and or content could be wiped off.
Mobile Device Management ( MDM)
Think about the difficulties, IT department has to face while dealing with hundreds of
devices of different types.
MDM could help in better management of devices through ‘common console’, where new
devices could be added/ deleted and access rights of the employees could be modified.
Directory services through LDAP integration could create role based groups so that the
device could accesses the right content. It could also provide various dashboards and log
reports for better control & management of the device fleet.
Enterprise Mobility is significantly changing the business world by making the lives of the
people easier and enhancing their productivity. Bygone are the days when work was limited
to the workstations and there was no work outside the cubicle. Today work moves with the
employees in their mobile devices. Enterprise mobility is making it possible in a big way.
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